
Faculty Offices at NLSIU 
Pre-Fab quick install semi-permanent office facility 
 
National Law School of India University (NLSIU) 
 
The National Law School of India University (NLSIU) is the premier Law school in India. NLSIU’s 23-acre 
campus at Nagarabhavi, Bangalore is housed in the Bangalore University Campus. The NLSIU advances 
shift in the field of legal education, by enhancing the standards of curricular and social experiences 
within the campus, enabling digitization of academic and research resources and setting up research 
centres for a more inclusive, progressive and innovative approach to legal education. 
 
To meet its current expansion needs, NLSUI has created a master plan for redevelopment of NLSIU 
campus. Masterplan includes studying the existing infrastructure at the campus and proposes 
improvements to the same with a clear future vision of development. The design proposal aims to 
achieve a comprehensive urban design scheme through urban design strategy and services inputs 
 
While, the masterplan is under execution, the university urgently needs to provision space to 
accommodate increase in faculty headcount. At this time university is considering building quick 
fabrication space to serve this Expansion. 
 

Requirement 
 
The university faculty consists of Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors. Apart from 
that, there are Research Associates who are associated with Faculty and work closely with them.  The 
proposed space 
 

 Should accommodate ~50 faculty members in reasonable sized cubicles. The cubicles should 
be capable of being configured for seating 1 or 2 members of faculty based on seniority. 

 Should provide seating space outside the cubicles for ~25 Research staff 

 Should provide optimal number of gender neutral Rest rooms 

 Should provide two small meeting rooms that can seat 6-8 people   

 Should provide electrical connections for fan, light and laptop charging – no A/C 

 
Site for Faculty Offices 
 
As the university is not looking for permanent (concrete) constructions, the proposed office space can 
be set-up on roof top of current structures or an empty ground area in campus which can connect to 
utilities. Two possible roof tops are 
 

 Old Academic Block  

 Training Centre 

 
Based on space availability the requirements can  be changed accordingly. 
 
Timelines 
The faculty offices need to be ready my March 2023. 

 
 
 



 


